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1, Introduction 

Aa ie known. a slow electron in an ionic crystal creates ~ 

local polarization of a eurroundinR medium, which lowers ita 

ener~y. When the electron moves, the polarization re~ion follows 

it. formin~ a quasi particle. a polaron. In a quantum~mechanical 

lan~uaRe this means that the electron POlarizes the phonon vacuum. 

and the Proceeeee of emission and subsequent absorption of virtual 

phonone result in the renormalization of the electron enerRv; thus 

the polaron ie a bound state of a charRed particle in a quantum 

scalar field. The moat known between the various polaron modele ie 

the Frohlich optical polaron. that ie the model of a scalar 

particle in a continioue medium interactinR with LO-phonone. 

Up to now the theory of the Frohlich polaron can be considered 

as a well developed field of solid state phveice, The 

investi~ations have been done extensively for various quantities 

characterizin~ a one-polaron evetem: aelf-ener~v and effective 

mass. mobilitv. optical absorption coefficient and eo on. Huch 

lees attention has been paid. however. to etudyin~ many-polaron 

evetems. For the first time the poeeibilitv for two polarone to 

form a bound state (bil?olaron) has been considered in paper 

Calculations should be also mentioned of the bipolaron ground 

state ener~y and effective mass bv the path inteRral method 2 ! the 

critical value of the electron-phonon couplin~ to for·m bipolarone 

and the mean distance between two electrons in a bipolaron 3,4) 

From the physical point of view the biPolaron concept can be 

useful in studying the properties of negative U-centere and D 

coml?lexes in ionic crvatala. These eveteme consist of a defect and 

two bound electrons and can be considered as intrinsic 

bipolarona B-?~ Recent interest in the bipolarona is caused by 



their role in attemnts of eXPlaininR the high-temperature euner

conductivitv. AccordinR to the proPOsed bipalaronic mechanism of 

sunerconductivitv, the biPOlarono of hi~h enouRh densitv underRo 

~he Bose-Einstein condensation. which results in a eunerconduc

tivity state 8 ~ 

Naturally, the QUestion arioee whether there is a POssibility 

of an N-POlaron bound state to be formed for H> 2 • When H 

electrons provaRate in a medium there are feasible Processes of 

phonon exchanpe between them. which Rive rise to attraction 

forces_ Therefore a bound state of H POlarone can exist. If the 

constant of electron-phonon interaction is smalL ~ (( L the 

probability of creatinR a bound state of two polarons is ~ times 

as small as the Qrobability of their free ~ropa~ation. In other 

words. in the reRime of weak cou~ling polarons hold their 

individuality and almost independently ~ropa~ate throu~h a 

crystal. In this case. it should be eXPected. their total enerRY 

is merely a sum of ener~iee of N isolated palarona. 

In the stronR couplinR re~ime the processes of phonon exchan~e 

are no loneer suPPressed. and a bound state of H electrons arises 

which is surrounded bv a common cloud of virtual vhonone. Polarone 

lose their individuality comvletelv. and the enerRY of such a state 

should stronelv depend on the number of electrons H- Reallv N 

oolarons comooee a bound state whose enerev is much lower than the 

total enerev of H isolated nolarons_ In paver 21 we indicated that 

the formation of macroscopic POlaron clusters ie more profitable 

eneraeticallv _ 

It may appear that the Coulomb repulsion forces between 

electrons will imvede the formation of an H-volaron cluster. 

However. the electron-Phonon interaction is itself of a Coulomb 
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type, and it is clear that at a sufficiently lar~e coupline 

constant of electron-phonon interaction the electro-static forces 

will be unable to prevent Polarons to merge into a cluster. The 

same may be concluded from the results on the behaviour of a 

.sin!!le polaron in a field of a fixed Coulomb charee 9 : 

Formation of the polaron clusters with a lr:>w energy (owing to 

larl!e N) may lead to heating a crystal. With increasing temPerature 

the effective constant of electron-phonon interaction diminishes, 

a Polaron "undresses" lO, 11 ). which in turn mav result in a 

self-destruction of a polaron cluster. So interesting temPerature 

effects can exist in Polaron Phvsics. 

The PaPer is organized as follows. In Sec.2 we introduce the 

exactly solvable N-Particle linear polaron model to illustrate the 

decreasing N-dependence of the ground state energv. In Sec. .3 a 

representation is obtained for a part,ition function of a svstem of 

N Polarons as path integrals. In Sec. 4. ustng the variational 

method, we estimate the !!round-state energy and the effective mass 

of the svstem. Sec. 5 contains estimations and a discussion of the 

role of temperature. 

2. Linear polaron model 

There exists an exactlv solvable model of an N~particle svstem 

in a phonon field. It is a linear verslon of the Frohlich 

Hamiltonian: 

+ (1/2)~ r r.r 
LJIJlJ 
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where 

f2.2l 

Svatem £2.11 for N ~ 1 has been proposed bv Bo~olubov 12l to 

a?proximate the Frohlich Polaron and now is referred to as the 

linear or Bo~olubov Polaron. Relation (2.2) provides the 

conservation of the set of N momenta : 

= 1.2 ... . N 

The ener~v of the svstem at fixed total momentum P takes 

the form 

where [ is the ener~v of the multipolaron at rest and m its 

effective mass. The functions nJfk\ are introduced to characterize 

the interaction between an j-th Particle and a phonon with a wave 

vector k . Thev are assumed to be in the form 

j = 1. 2 ..... N. £2.3) 

System (2.1l under constraints £2.3) turns out to be exactly 

solvable. Due to f2.3l the particles interactin~ with a field 

distin~uish from one another onlv by different .. char~es .. cxJ 

Let us now introduce a new set of coordinates {yj} instead of 

{rj} throu~h the linear ortho~onal transformation 

N 

yJ = ~ it'J 1 r 1 
J -· 

{2.4) 

matrix w bein~ taken to dia~onalize the quadratic form rriJrirJ 

{2.5) 

Here. the use has been made of the relatione 



n 
and Srn l c E if 

l ::1 I 

There should be kept in mind that (2.5) i::; due to the fact that the 

matrix II a o; II , l. .J :: 1, ... , N possesses the principal values 0 ; j 

of an rN-1)-fold degeneracY and SrN). The matrix W is readilY 

obtained where 

o . 1 5 n s N-2 n+2 :::; j s N : 

ra a )/T SCnlSln+Il n.,.1 j 

W :: -T Stnl/Stn+il n, n+t 

1 s n s N-1 . 1 s j S n ; 

1 S j S N 

TheW- transformation bein~ applied to Hamiltonian (2.1) yields 

(2.6) 

Hamiltonian HR describes a linear polaron with the renormalised 

interaction: 

A one-polaron linear model is known to be exactly solvable 12,13) 

and for the ground-state energy and the effective mass of the 

N - polaron linear model the following expressions are readily 

obtained: 

£ c r3/2lw [> 1 + i;TNI- 1), m = ~N[l + ~rNl!N], (2_ 7) 

where 
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is the dimensionless renormalieed couplin~ constant. In the re~ime 

of weak couplin~ (~(( 1) N linear poJarone are independent up to 

the order 8~- As we shall see. this is very likely to the system 

of N Frohlich polarone at small couplin~ constant. In the stron~ 

couplin~ limit f~» 1) there is formed anN-Particle bound comPlex 

with a self-ener~y [ YN 
If the '"charj:l:ea·· ai are the same for all the polarons. the 

renormalized couplin~ constant is expressed as 

~<Nl oN i'· 
where 6 is the one-polaron couplin~ constant. Then Eqe. t2.7l take 

the more simple form 

[ ~ f3/2lw [Y I + S:n- - 1). (2.8) 

It is clear that at anv couplin~ constant E < N £1 for N > 1. 

that is the energy of the multipolaron bound state is lower than 

the sum of the e~ergies £1 of N independent polarons. Besides. it 

ie worth notin~ that for all the values of ~ the effective mass 

of system (2.11 is a sum of the masses of ·individual polarone. 

which is a result of the momentum conservation for each of them. 

This is the main distinction ae compared with the Frohlich 

polaron. 

It is obvious that the specific behaviour of the multipolaron 

ener~y and effective mass on N strongly depend on the concrete 

model under consideration. For example. the Coulomb interaction 

leads to the energy proportional to N3 . To convince let us 

consider a simple quantum-mechanical model. a eyetem of N 
identical ?articles with mass ~ and charges q interacting with 

each other by the Coulomb attraction law: 

- Eq'tir -r I 
t< j t j 
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Let R be a characteristic size of the svstem_ Then the potential 

energy of interaction of a pair of particles has an order of 

-q2iR, and the total Potential energy of the svstem egua_ls 2 -q IR 
times the number of pairs, NfN-1J/2 The kinetic energy of every 

particle equals 112~2 in order of ma~nitude. whereas the total 

kinetic energy is N times as large. As a result, the ground~state 

energy of the system is given by the expression 

£ = N 'ZfiR" 
that gets its minimum at R:: 2/f...lqzfN-1). Therefore we obtain 

~ £ = - --s- NrN-ll~ 

When N::2. i.e. the problem has a clear physical mean1ng. we 

arrive at the known result for a particle with a reduced mass 

placed in the Coulomb potential. For arbitrarY N the problem 

simulates an N-Polaron cluster and shows a characteristic ~-

dependence of the ground-state energy of the Frohlich multipolaron. 

3. Path integrals 

The Frohlich Hamiltonian for a system of N identical spinless 

charged particles is of the form 

N 
H = J: p"/2~ + 

i :I i 

N 

+ 15 I: 
i = 1 

+ I: 
i < j 

-ikr e i ) + 

( 3.1) 

where ri and pi are. respectively. the coordinate and momentum of 

an i-th electron. ~ is the amplitude of a k-th mode of a phonon 

field with energy Wk and Vf!ri-r,il) ez !fr i -r j I is the Coulomb 

potential of repulsion between i-th and :i-th particles. In Ref. 21we 

used Hamiltonian (3.1) at N::2 for studying the bound state of two 
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polarons. whereas ,J. T. Devreese et al. 14 ) employed it for analyzing 

optical properties of a two-dimensional electron gas. 

For a Frohlich optical polaron it is usually assumed that 

where a is a dimensionless coupling constant. and V is the volume 

of the system. 

Let us consider the operatOr 

Zrul o exp [ -~ <H - uPl ] I t >< t I 
where P is the operator of the total conserved momentum 

- N 
p o _, E ~ , E k a''\ 

j:t j k .. k 

and If> is an arbitrary state. The vector u has a meaning of 

average velocity. The operator Z defines a distribution of the 

grand canonical type and to it there corresponds the partition 

function Zfu) ~ Sp Zfu). from which the ~round state ener~Y at a 

fixed value of P can be defined: 

~<Pl o uP - lim ,;. ln. ZfU). 
(J-+ ro '' 

1 . 1 
>m " (3-+ 00 p 

{3.2) 

If we take different states It>. we arrive at different boundarY 

conditions in the functional integral for Z which does not 

influence the definition of energy 1fP). For efmplicity. we take 

It> in the form 

It> o IO>Ir,>lr,> ... lrN>Ir = r = .... = rN 
• 2 

which results in zeroth boundary conditione in the N-fold integral 

along paths over each of the integration variables. For Z it is 

possible to get the following representation as N-fold path 

integral 

Zlul = Jllx llx ... llx exp S[x .x .... x :u) t 2 N 1 2 N 
{3.3) 

Xlo )=Xjo )~o 
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N 
+(1/21[ 

i ' j::: 1 

- E 
i -<j 

ds+ 

( 3.4) 

Derivation of formulae (3.3-4) for two ?Dlarona is given in 21 and 

can be extended without difficultY to the case of arbitrary N. 
We shall estimate the integral (3.31 by the Feynman method 151 

J llx, llxN exp srx , .... x ;ul 
' n X

1
<ol:X

1
<(1l:O 

~ I nxt ~~N e5 ' exp<S-5'>, 
x

1
<ol:::X

1
</3>:0 

I Dxt nxN e5 ' exp($-5') 
Xi ( O) :::Xi ( {3> :::0 

(3.5) 

where the symb~l <: .. >stands for averaging of the functional over 

the measure exp S' . As an approximating action $' , we take a auf-

ficiently plain action for which the path integral may be computed 

exactly. It is natural to take S' as a quadratic form over 

variables )(
1 

(S) . the coefficients of which beim~ considered as 

variational parameters. One should take into account that the 

actionS is invariant under exchan~e of the positions of anY two 

particles. An approximating action $' should possess the same 

symmetry. Then a trial wave function of the ground state we are 

interested in will be symmetric a priori under permutations of 

any two particles. This takes into account the effects of the 

Boee-statietica of the system. The fermion case should be 

considered separatelY. 
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So we choose S' as follows: 

ds (3.6) 

where the matrix C tak~e the form 

t.J = l. .... N- 13. 7) 

The relation f3.7) follows from the symmetry pro~erties. 
coefficients A and Bare variational parameters. It is easy to 

convince oneself that the matrix C has two different eiRenvaluee 

O"=A-B. ~ = A + B IN-1 l , 13.8) 

where~ is rN-1)-fold de~enerated. The quadratic form in {3.Bl 

should be positive definite eo the variational parameters vary in 

the range, where eiRAnvaluee oa and~ are 'POSitive. 

It is not difficult to calculatA the orthogonal N*N matrix U 
which dia~onalizee c. One variant hae the form: 

u, j b + ra - b) 6, j l , j = 1, ...• N-1, 

u," UN! = 1/TN = 1. ... . N 

a = b + 1 b = - f--IN+ 1l!<N-1lvN. (3.9) 

Note that any other realization of the matrix U does not influence 

the results obtain~d in what follows. 

4. Variational eslimales 

Eqe. (3.21, r:3.5) provide an upper bound on the Etround-etate 

energy of th13 system l.n the vicinity of the point P = 0: 

'StP) ~ £ + P2 12m.. 

where [ ie an upper bound on the ground-state energy at P = 0, and 

m. ie a lower bound on the effective mass of the system. To perform 

the calculations. we change the variables in {3.3) with the help of 

liner transformation U: 
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y 151. 
J 

( 4. 1) 

In new variables yi Is) the approximating action (3.61 is diagonal: 

N ~ 
s· ry .... . y 1 o - ~ E J y~ d5 

1 fl - • 
I :I 0 

~ 
~ ~ "'"'n~J J. :I 0 

y~ ds . ( 4 .2) 

where in accordance with {.3.8) the frequ<;<ncies 0
1 

are eqqal for all 

, = 1 .... , N-1 , n, o n 
The averages entering into the estimate IJ Sl are as follows: 

N 
<exp -H: rx (S l-x_rs )]>::; <exp -H: E ru. ,y,rs l-U ,y,rs ll>:: 

1 1 J 2 l:t 1~ ~ I j~ ~ Z 

(5 .5 1-'". G <1>15 .5 1-'" ...<I> 1 ll} 
t c uil t 1 vjllJ 5 z' 5

2 ' 

r 4. ::n 
where (j ll rs .S l is the Green function of linear oscillator 

' z 
with frequency Ol obeyin~ the corresponding boundary conditions: 

It can easi l_v bB found thett 

J llyt .. . 1lyN eS' = I!J!2Tt(3l3tUz 

y
1
tol:y

1
t{1>:0 

~ 
'~Ol/2l J d5 < y~l5l > 

0 

(4.4) 

( 4.5) 

(4.6) 

Using (4.3-·6) we can obtain an estimate for the energy as a 

function of the parameters 0 and ON. For the ground-state energy of 

the multipolaron at rest and ita effective mass we get the 

estimates 
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00 [ * rrN-tm ·+ ~l- N$~'3/Z Ida e-CJX] rt;// 2 {a) + fN-ll~ 1 / 2 (crll 
0 

+ N<N-11 e:"'ii rrJ -:z-- n 

aw:~/z ool dCJ --2. ,.~-fJYY r~-:r/afCJl N .t.-:r/a m = ~Nfl+ ~ u ~N + f -l)~N falll. 
0 

where 

1 

~ 
-O,CJ 

f 1-e ) , 

l -O,CJ 
1rTI fl-e l 

N 

(4.7) 

( 4.8 l 

( 4. 9) 

Note that t,hf"! pCl.rt of the 88tion £4.2) with the parameter fi 
apr,roximatl"e the lnn•Jr motion within the polaron cluster. It 

follows frrJm 13.9) •md 14.1) that 

So, motion of the centre of inr:trtla of the system is 13.ppt·oximated 

by an oscilll'::Jtor I:H:tion with frequency 

invariant under simultaneous translati.ons of all the coordinates 

Xl (SL The cAntre of inertif:l of the system {3.1) moves along a 

strair,tht 1 i ne wiH;n thAt·e ie no A ler::t.ron-phonon l nteract.ion. In 

thiu caeoo, ON=O , whir:h onr~ can see 81;J.sily from f4."f) taklng a = 0 

and chlm~ing the sip:n of e 2 (the system of gravitating masses). 

The approximatin~ action S' occurs to be invariant under 

translations. Minimization over 0 results in an expreeeion 

analogous to f2.9). 

When a ;tt 0 , the centre of inertia of the system moves along 

a rather intricate tra.1ectory, the more different from a etraight 

line, the larger is a . Bogolubov wae the first who had paid 

attention to this fact 16 ). Correspondingly, the variational 
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parameter~ will not be equal to zero as we shall see later. In 
any case the values of the parameters 0 and ~ are defined by 
minimizing the rnultipolaron energy {4.7). 

Let ue now examine various limiting ca.ses. In the weak 
coupling regime (a (( 1 ) n = nN = 0 and 

N (X (1)3/2 "' [ 

"" J % e -wr:r :: - Naw r 4.10l 

' 
,/. 

m. :: 1-JN f 1 + -%?W- (I) 

J drr tV s-wa l = ~Nil+a/61, ( 4. 11) 

' 
i.e. to the first approximation in coupling constant a the cluster 
falls into N independent polarone. Corrections to the additive 
formula (4.10-11) for the system energy and effective mass arise 
only in the two-phonon approximation and are of an order of a2 . 

For two polarons these corrections have been found in 2 ). Formula 
(4.10) has been derived without taking into account the Coulomb 
repulsion which at small a does not allow a bound state of polarons 
to be formed at all. 

In the strong coupling regime fa » 1 l 0 and ~ are large. and 
(4.7) acquires the form 

£ = ~ rrN-llO + 0.' - 1 ]-1/2 
+ NIT:: + 

N 

NiN-ll e~Yl!H Yll -z-- n . 

(4.12) 
If the Coulomb repulsion is neglected, (4.12) reaches its minimum 

at n=n. so that 

3 £=-.NO- 0 4 (-A')a min :: w --g-;r Wl 

whereas for the ground-state energy of the system we get the 
estimate 

£ =- w ie<"/3nl N'. 

13 
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Here -w fa2 /3n l is the enenw of one pola.ron in the etron~t coup linE! 

regime. Qualita.tive dependence of the energy of a polaron cluster 

was diecus~:Jed in Sec.2. The result of Ref. 2 lis reproduced when 

one puts N~2. 

The expression for the multir-olaron effective maaa ie as 

follows: 

f 4. 15) 

For N ~ 2 relation f4.15l coincides with the result of Ret. 2 ! Thus 

the N-polaron evetem Roes from a weakly correlated, loosely formed 

state at small a to a compact. stron~ly correlated confi~uration at 

larse a with an enormbue mass. So. in the strong coupling limit, an 

N-polaron cluster ie proved to be practically localized. 

The correction 6[ for the Coulomb two-body repulsion can be 

found by eubetitutin~ nmin defined by {4.13) into the last term in 

f4.12l and is given by 

6£ II' fN-tl 
n 

It ie. naturally. valid when 

The physical meanin~ of the condition f4.16l ie obvious. 

5, Conclusion 

f 4. 16) 

Thus. when the electron-phonon interaction ie etronp:, the 

C<Julomb repu lei on doe A not really preclude formation of a cluster. 

a bound state of N polnrone. It may, however. happen that for con-

crete substances the etronR couplinR reRime ie not reached. 

Indeed. a characteriBtic scale of the Coulomb repulaion energy [C 

ie given by the potentiel of ionization of a hydroRan atom. i.e. 

[C ~ 10 eV: a 8haractarietic value of the frequency. w ~ (10
13

-
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1014 ) c- 1 ~ (10~ 1~ 10- 2 ) eV. Hence it follows that a bound state 

becomes feasible when ex~ (£C/w) 1
/

2 ~ 10-20. 

polaron radius 17 ) defined by R ~ 4n2 /aY2j:JW 

In this case the 

turns out to be equal 

to several dozen angstroms. which is much larger than the lattice 

constant. This means that even at such, almost unreal large values 

of a. we are all the same dealing with a collective effect eo that 

the Frohlich polaron concept remains valid. 

The energy of one pol8ron in the strong coupling regime when 

a~ 10 equals about several tenths of eV. However. as a result of 

a strong dependence on the number of particles in a polaron 

cluster. the cluster energy may on the whole be elgniflcantly 

lower. If that energy in the process o.f formation of a clu~:~ter is 

transferred to the lattice, it may h!'l sufficient for h~atin.'( the 

crystal and even for meltin.'( it (i.e. ftt elHct".ron concentl'ation of 

the order of 107 - to8 mol-l which is not very large as compared to 

the Avogadro number). 

However, the polaron cluster will be destroyed before the 

crystal. If in the process of its formation heat is really 

released, then heatin~ of the medium should diminish the effective 

constant of electron~phonon interaction. In our paper lO), we have 

studied a high~temperature expansion of tbe ground-state energy of 

one polaron. The obtained result is as follows: 

£iw ~ - 0,5 ~ ra + 0,029 a2 ~~ + O(~)J (J = wlkB « 1 

from which it is seen that when the second term in brackets is 

smaller than the first one. the system effectively goes into the 

regime of weak coupling and its energy is described by the first 

order in a In an N-particle problem this regime means. as we have 

seen, that a polaron cluster has fallen into N independent polarone. 

This occurs when 11(3 » (0.03a\a. i.e. when k8 }) R8 C 
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0.01 [pol . where [pot represents the polaron ener~y in the stron~ 
coupling regiml;! at, zero temr>era.ture. Qualitatively. ec is estimated 
to be of an order of 50 K. 

Recall that we have considered the behaviour of char~ed 

bosons. It may happen that for fermions a similar effect will be 
weakened owin~ to the Pauli principle. lt can occur that Fermi 
particles in a cryatal prefer to form bipolarons ao the collapse 
into Uw multipolaron st,at.e becomes impossible. Still. may be. acme 
temperature effects do exists in fermion systems too. This needs 
the inveet.lr-ation. 

Note the great eifmi ficance of the maes value of a '"bare" 
particle polarizinR a medium. Heavy charged particles {deuterons, 
e.g. l form polarons of a very small radius. The coupling constant 
a is proPortional to the square root of the particle mass 17 ) and 
the polaron radius will be inversely proportional to its mass. For 
a proton in lhe strong CotlplinR regime the polaron radius will be 
significantly smaller than the lattice constant, and the Frohlich 
model is no longer applicable. This problem alao requires further 
studies in the framework of a more realistic theory in which the 
etructure of a lattice le taken into account. 
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